
NEW ENGLAND AND CHESAPEAKE SETTLERS

The colonies in New England and the Chesapeake exemplify the many differences in the culture and lifestyles of the
settlers, created mainly.

Even though the two areas were govern by the English, the colonies had similarities as well as differences.
Most of these colonies were settled by the British, yet they developed differently as the years went by. New
England was a multi crop economy. In the s, the colonial assembly adopted a bicameral pattern: the House of
Burgesses the elected lower house and an appointed Governor's Council. In , England established its first
colony in North America around the Chesapeake Bay, and nearly a decade later established a second colony in
present-day New England Some developed into more egalitarian colonies and some not. The Southern, New
England and Middle colonies clearly show theses similarities and differences, particularly in terms of land,
labor, religion, and native relations. These two regions had developed different political, economic and social
system in their regions. Whilst the majority of New England were Puritans. Even with the small amount of
capital needed for tobacco cultivation, former indentured servants at best became subsistence farmers, a class
ripe for such calls to rebellion as those proposed by Nathaniel Bacon. This made slaves profitable because
planters could rely not only on their labor but that of their children as well. American Colonies shows a close
relationship between climate, the state of the economy, and the development of slavery. The original settlers
were sent by the crown in order to make a profit. There were many reasons for people to look for refuge or
wealth in the newly discovered world. Fluctuations in Chesapeake tobacco prices caused a prolonged
economic depression from into the early s. These differences are evident from both written documents from
the colonists and the historical knowledge of this particular period in time. Sadly, disillusioned colonists took
out their frustrations on the local Indians. The New England religion was family-based and with extreme piety,
For every six hundred individuals there was only one clergyman making it the highest rate in America at the
time. Tobacco was brought by John Rolfe who snuck in Tobacco seeds from the Spanish. This allowed the
practice of any sect of Christianity. Fortunately, Governor Berkeley decided that Bacon's actions were
excessive and recalled him, but Bacon's army then rebelled against the colonial government and burned
Jamestown. Indentured servants and slaves. New England settlers reproduced much of England 's economy,
with only minor variations.


